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 Equilibrium in allocation games
and what it takes to get there

Bruce Hajek
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Abstract: Game theory has recently been proposed for modeling and solving various allocation
problems arising in communication networks and other distributed systems.   Relevant
issues are (1) the notion of equilibrium or solution used (such as Nash equilibrium or
Bayes-Nash equilbrium), (2) assumptions and/or requirements regarding information
exchange, (3) computational complexity of implementation,  and (4) the social benefit
(efficiency) of the resulting allocation, and how the benefit is allocated among the
participants.   This talk will focus primarily on the information needs, and in particular,
how the information requirements tend to increase with the generality of user valuation
functions.  (Based in part on recent work with Sichao Yang.)

OUTLINE
0. Warm-up: auction of one object
I. Introduction
II. Tâtonnement and substitutes property
III. VCG Kelly mechanisms
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0. Auction of Single Object

Example:  Single object auctions

Seller

Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Private valuations
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Buyer 1        

Buyer 2        

Buyer 4        

Buyer 3        
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Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Example:  Single object auctions

Seller$7

Note: Given a mechanism, buyers play a game.  An equilibrium point, such as
a Nash equilibrium point (NEP), of the game determines the allocation.
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A mechanism is efficient (or socially optimal) if the buyer with the highest
valuation gets the object.

Seller

Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Private valuations

$?

Seller
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Seller

Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Private valuations

W =$7
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4

Selling to the highest bidder as bid is
not incentive compatible.

A mechanism is incentive compatible if
  (1) the bids take values in the same space as the buyer’s valuations (states)
  (2) each buyer is best off telling the truth, given the other buyers tell the truth
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Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Seller

W   =$8
1

W  = $6
2

3

4

W  = $10

W  = $4

$8

Seller

A mechanism is incentive compatible if
  (1) the bids take values in the same space as the buyer’s valuations (states)
  (2) each buyer is best off telling the truth, given the other buyers tell the truth

Selling to the highest bidder at the second
highest price is incentive compatible and efficient.
(Vickrey’s second price auction)
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Revelation Principle
Revelation principle (Myerson): Given any Nash equilibrium point (NEP) for any
mechanism, there is another mechanism for which truth telling is an equivalent
NEP  (so the other mechanism is IC).
      Proof: 

h1( )

h2( )

h3( )

h4( )

u1

u2

u3

u4

Original
mechanism

Allocations (xi ) and
          charges (mi )

New mechanism
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Revelation principle means incentive compatibility can be imposed
as a constraint, without loss of generality.

The IC constraint is linear in price and assignment probabilities:
         E[reward | bid truth ] ≤ E[reward | some other bid]

Example application: Find mechanism to maximize expected
revenue for two buyers, with possible valuations
L and H, where 0 < L < H.   Equal to H with probability p.
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Mechanism maximizing expected revenue:

“Information rent” = expected value not extracted by seller
                              =  p(1-p)(H-L)

0 1

p

Sell to bidder
selected by fair coin
Price = L

Sell to high bidder
Price =  bH

Sell to bidder
selected by fair coin
Price = bH

where bH is determined by: Given state H: E[reward for truth]=E[reward for lie]

or
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What if genie can see bids and send noisy bit?

Seller

Buyer 1   $8

Buyer 2   $6 

Buyer 4  $4  

Buyer 3 $10 

Private valuations
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2

w
3

w
4

Buyer 1        

Buyer 2        

Buyer 4        

Buyer 3        

Genie
b

Genie sees valuations,
reports a bit b.  Seller
receives noisy bit.

The existence and
behavior of the genie
and channel are
common knowledge.

Q. Can the genie be designed so that
       seller can extract full value?

ε
ε

b

A. Yes.   (BH, IEEE ISIT 05)
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I. Introduction

Applications of auctions/allocation
         mechanisms include
•Local wireless access protocols
•Auction of licenses for wireless spectrum use
•Auction of space for adverticements on websites
•Congestion/flow control

Auction of 700 MHz band licenses in USA
 Fed. Commun. Commission (FCC) plans to sell 1,099 licenses in Jan 08
   Releasing old television channels
   Most licenses are for particular subbands in particular regions
   Block C (18 MHz wide-big!) is divided into 8 regions covering entire US.

Bid on one   . . .   or . . .  make one bid on all 8 regions!

For Sale$4,600,000,000or best offer,whichever is larger
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I. Introduction (continued)

Possible design goals for an allocation mechanism

•“fair” allocation

•Revenue maximization

•Low complexity of communication and/or computation
-for autioneer
-for buyers--including burden of determining good bids
 Not bad if a straight-forward “truthful” bidding strategy is optimal.
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I. Introduction (continued)

What theory can we call in for this problem?

•Several Nobel Prizes in Econoics awarded for mechanism
design work

-Hurwicz, Maskin, and Myerson,”for having laid the
foundations of mechanism design theory” (last week)

-Mirrlees and Vickrey, “for fundamental contributions to
the economic theory of incentives under asymmetric
information” (1996)

-Harsani,Nash,Selten, “for their pioneering analysis of
equilbrium in the theory of noncooperative games”(1994)

-other related Nobel’s: Samuelson(1970),Debreu(1983)
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I. Introduction (continued)

What theory can we call on for this problem? (continued)

Classification of problems
-continuous vs. discrete
-exchange economy (original setup of Walras, 1887) vs.
quasi-linear (i.e. agents have large money reserves)
-Deterministic vs. stochastic
-Static vs dynamic
-Price-taking agents (a.k.a. competitive equilbria,
related to the general theory of equilibrium of Walras,
developed extensively in 1950’s and 1960’s,
Arrow,Debreu,Hurwicz, etc.
                   vs.
strategic agents (game theoretic equilibria, such as
Nash equilibrium)

Remainder of presentation: two parts:
II. Equilbrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes
III. VCG Kelly mechanisms
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes

n bidders

K divisible goods p
p
1

K
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)

n bidders

K objects
pp1 K
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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II. Equilibrium theory, tâtonnement, and substitutes (continued)
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•Nearly all strategy-proof algorithms in the literature are either based on VCG
mechanisms (high information needs, and low revenue) or assume substitute
valuations.

•The class of substitute valuation functions is quite limited--it is important to
develop additional methods for package auctions without such a restrictive
assumption.
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III. VCG-Kelly Mechanisms
Switch to allocation of divisible goods, such as rates on network routes:

Hard constraints: each link j has a capacity Cj > 0.

Soft constraints: cost for operating link j is a function Cj(flow rate on link)
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An allocation x = (xr) is efficient (or socially optimal) if it maximizes the
net social benefit:

(if hard link constraints)

(if soft link constraints)
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For hard link constraints:

Marginal priceMarginal utility

For soft link constraints:

Marginal priceMarginal utility
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Seek an allocation mechanism

Allocations (xr ) and
          charges (mr )

Buyer 1  U1( )

Buyer 2 U2( ) 

Buyer 4 U4( ) 

Buyer 3 U3( ) 

Private valuation functions

Mechanism

w
1

w
2

w
3

w
4
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VCG allocation rule:  Select allocation to solve:

VCG payment rule (writing xVCG for allocation rule output):

The bid wr is a function.

=loss in benefit for the set of all other users

Similar rule applies for soft link constraints. 
The mechanism is IC:  buyer r has incentive to let wr( )=Ur( ).

VCG Mechanism
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Allocations (xr )
and  charges (mr )

Buyer 1  U1( )

Buyer 2 U2( ) 

Buyer 4 U4( ) 

Buyer 3 U3( ) 

Private valuation functions

VCG
Mechanism

W1( )

W2( )

W3( )

W4( )

VCG Mechanism (continued)
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The VCG mechanism requires buyers to send their entire valuation functions.

Basically, revelation principle says, its enough for buyers to send all of their
private information.

From an information viewpoint: the revelation principle goes the wrong
direction.  Contrast with the notion of a sufficient statistic.

VCG Mechanism (continued)
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Price-taking Users
(F.P. Kelly’s decomposition / First fundamental welfare theorem of economics)

The network problem              and                   solution

(fr=log in Kelly work, Mo & Walrand generalized)

The user problem                   and                      solution

Kelly decomposition
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Kelly decomposition (continued)

Allocations (xr )
and  prices (µr )

Buyer 1  U1( )

Buyer 2 U2( ) 

Buyer 4 U4( ) 

Buyer 3 U3( ) 

Private valuation functions

Network
Problem
Solver

x
f1( )

x
f2( )

x
f4( )

x
f3( )

w1

w2

w3

w4

Price taking buyers
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New idea:  Combine:

VCG Mechanism
(efficiency with strategic buyers)

Kelly’s decomposition
(one-dimensional bids,

efficiency with price-taking buyers)

to obtain what we call the  . . .
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VCG-Kelly Mechanism

Allocations (xr )
and  charges (mr )

Buyer 1  U1( )

Buyer 2 U2( ) 

Buyer 4 U4( ) 

Buyer 3 U3( ) 

Private valuation functions

VCG
Mechanism

x
f1( )

x
f2( )

x
f4( )

x
f3( )

VCG-Kelly  mechanism

w1

w2

w3

w4

Strategic buyers
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Revenue for VCG Kelly (for hard link constraints)
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Stability of the NEP for VCG Kelly (for soft link constraints)
If bidders continuously adjust bids by local greedy updates:

Positive scaling
function Marginal price

  (for Kelly or VCG-Kelly ! )
Marginal utility

Then the equilibrium is reached:
(System optimal for Kelly,
NEP for VCG-Kelly)

(the net social benefit
is a Lyapunov function)
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Is adjustment algorithm strategy-proof?
Investigate strategic behavior, in case of two users.
Suppose bidder 1 deviates from prescribed behavior, and makes
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Conclusions
•The resulting VCG-Kelly mechanisms require one dimensional bids, although the
solution concept is weakened from dominant strategies to NASH NEP.
Adjustment of a parameter can adjust revenue from minimum to maximum
possible values, within a wide class of strategies. The dynamic adjustment
algorithm we have offered for finding an equilibrium is not strategy-proof
during execution of the algorithm.

•Nearly all strategy-proof algorithms in the literature are either based on VCG
mechanisms (high information needs, and low revenue) or assume substitute
valuations.

•Information plays a key role in mechanism design.  Present discussion focuses
on one-dimensional bids, though perhaps information theory can provide
quantitative results about the value of information.

•New results are described about the structure and simulation of valuation
functions with the substitutes property.

•The class of substitute valuation functions is quite limited--it is important to
develop additional methods for package auctions without such a restrictive
assumption.
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Thanks!


